
Cantonese and Mandarin Imperfective Aspect markers as Stativizers

Overview: The Mandarin Imperfective marker zhe and its counterpart zyu in Cantonese receive
a progressive or a resultative interpretation depending on the aktionsart of the VP (Shirai 1998).
When these two markers compose with a VP of displacement of the object, a subset of accom-
plishments, the result is a resultative interpretation as in (1) but not a progressive interpretation.

(1) wo
ngo
1SG

zai
hai
at

tai
toi
desk

shang
soeung
top

fang
fong
put

zhe
zyu
STAT

shu.
syu.
books.

(M)
(C)

‘I have put books on the table ( and the books are still on the table.)’
* ‘I am putting books on the table.’

When these two particles compose with a stative predicate, the result is a progressive reading.
(2) shows that only Mandarin zhe is compatible with a temporary state (Smith 1994), i.e. Stage-
Level Predicate (SLP) such as ‘happy’(cf. Fernald 1994), and that neither is compatible with an
Individual-Level Predicate (ILP) such as ‘smart’.

(2) Mali
Malei
Mary

gaoxing/*congming
*hoisam/*cungming
happy/smart

zhe.
zyu.
STAT.

(M)
(C)

‘Mary is being happy/*being smart.’

(3) wo
ngo
1SG

xiao
siu
laugh

zhe
zyu
STAT

shuo.
gong.
say.

(M)
(C)

‘I said while laughing’.

Lin(2005) derives these two readings by positing a systematic lexical ambiguity of the displace-
ment verbs and proposes that zhe has a selectional restriction for atelic and stative predicates,
because zhe and zyu are incompatible with activity, other types of accomplishments and achieve-
ment in the matrix clause. His account is not fine-grained enough to extend to Cantonese because
of (2). Furthermore zhe and zyu are actually compatible with activity in non-matrix sentences as in
(3).

This paper proposes a unified semantics for zhe and for zyu deriving the different readings without
positing a lexical ambiguity of displacement verbs.

Analysis: I argue that zhe and zyu denote stativizers that compose with a predicate and return a SLP
state predicate. This stativizer is special in that it returns a state predicate either describing a contin-
uous ongoing activity or state, or describing the target state of an accomplishment of displacement
of the direct object . Mandarin zhe differs from Cantonese zyu only in that it is also compatible
with SLP. First to model the predicate type differences, I follow Deo(2009) in having a sorted
domain of eventive eventualities E E and stative eventualities E S . For me, activity,achievement
and accomplishment are predicates of eventive eventualities, Stative SLP is a predicate of stative
eventualities, while ILP is directly a predicate of time (cf. Kratzer 1995)

(4) a. Stage level predicates denote in Es, the domain of States.
b. Eventive predicates denote in EE , the domain of events.
c. Individual level predicates donote in I , the domain of Time.
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I define in (5) a function called ‘Final Phase’. This function is able to generate progressive/resultative
readings by virtue of the inherent telicity property of different aktionsarts and the availability of
a target state of the VP. Informally speaking, this function gives back a predicate of a subsequent
event E after the event E’ described by P has taken place, and these two events are subevents of a
bigger event E”.

(5) F-Phase= λPEλE.∃E ′∃E ′′[(P (E ′) ∧ E ′ ≤ E ′′ ∧ E ≤ E ′′ ∧ τ(E ′) precedes τ(E)]

time
E ′ : P (E ′) E

E ′′

For an atelic predicate, such as ‘dance’, once a ‘dancing’ event E’ has taken place, the continuation
of this event E’ is another ‘dancing’ event, because two dancing subevents can form a single
bigger dancing event. However for an accomplishment with a target state, such as ‘put a book on
the table’, once the ‘putting’ event is complete, the continuation of this event cannot be another
‘putting’ event because the endpoint has been reached. The only available continuation is then the
target state of the book being on the table, and so the F-Phase function returns this target state.

The semantics of two particles incorporate this F-Phase Function and returns a state predicate that
is SLP. The only difference is that the first argument of zyu specifies for the domain E E , excluding
SLP. Throughout this state, in all the inertial Histories of s (Deo 2009), the final phase of P holds.

(6) JzheK=λPEλs∀h[h ∈ Hτ(s)inr
→ ∃E[(F − Phase(P ))(E) ∧ τ(s) ⊆ τ(E) ∧ τ(s) ⊂ h]]

JzyuK=λPE Eλs∀h[h ∈ Hτ(s)inr
→ ∃E[(F − Phase(P ))(E) ∧ τ(s) ⊆ τ(E) ∧ τ(s) ⊂ h]]

The following two derivation examples show that the semantics of (1) and (2) are both that there is
a state throughout which the final phase of the predicate holds. The final phase of (7) is the target
state, i.e. the books are on the table, whereas the final phase of (8) is another sub-event of sitting.

(7) JzheK(I-put-books-on-table)=∃s∀h[h ∈ Hτ(s)inr
→ ∃E[(F − Phase(I-put-books-on-

table))(E) ∧ τ(s) ⊆ τ(E) ∧ τ(s) ⊂ h]]

(8) JzheK(I-sit)=∃s∀h[h ∈ Hτ(s)inr
→ ∃E[(F −Phase(I-sit))(E)∧τ(s) ⊆ τ(E)∧τ(s) ⊂ h]]

Conclusion: The theoretical implication of my proposal is that incorporation of the F-Phase func-
tion,gives rise to Imperfective markers with resultative/progressive readings. This paper offers
notably the first compositional semantic account of the Cantonese Imperfective marker zyu and a
comparison of two closely related Chinese dialects.
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